Digitization, digitalization and digital transformation represent one of the primary incentives of today's development. To successfully implement these changes, countries need to create smart digital policies which are evidence-and databased. The study presented in this paper uses the logical clustering approach for grouping countries according to five dimensions of the Digital Economy and Society Index (DESI). Logical clustering employs Interpolative Boolean Algebra (IBA) as a consistent fuzzy approach, which means that all Boolean axioms are fulfilled. To measure proximity among countries, logical clustering uses IBAbased exclusive disjunction and logical aggregation. The general aim is to provide help in identifying directions for defining smart digital policies for achieving digital competitiveness of nations, based on the analysis of similarities among countries.
Introduction
Industrial revolutions which occurred in the last three centuries caused a profound change in economic systems and social structures and shaped novel ways of living. Today we are witnessing the powerful fourth industrial revolution which is led by artificial intelligence, machine learning and the Internet of things (IoT) [26] . This era of digital transformation puts new challenges in front of governments, companies, entrepreneurs, and customers. Switching from health to e-health, from government to egovernment, from traditional to digital business models, from cities to smart cities, became some of the key activities in modern societies. This rapid digital "e"-wave imposes the need of directing governments towards the creation of smart digital policy mix that will enable digitization, digitalization, and finally the digital transformation of nations through a set of balanced measures and instruments. To properly manage this process, measuring and monitoring the digital performance of countries emerged as "a must".
In this regard, both international organizations and individual academic researchers are trying to develop measures of digital performance of countries [2, 3, 4, 12, 13] . Most of these measures are based on the composite index methodology [16] . Numerous composite indices have evolved lately in various areas of nations' development and became a very popular way of assessing large phenomena that cannot be captured by one single indicator. They serve as a tool for measuring countries performance and ranking accordingly, enabling the cross-country comparisons and facilitation of the strategic decisionmaking processes [11] . Analysing results of these measures lead to better, fine-tuned policies and strategies at various levels of the economy [24] . Examples include assessments of human development, innovativeness, competitiveness, sustainability, wellbeing, and many others (for a review see [1] ). Recent digital trends caused another index to emergethe Digital Economy and Society Index (DESI), developed by the European Commission in 2014 for tracking the digital performance of the EU countries. This index is in the centre of the analysis presented in this paper. the field of performance measurement of countries, there are many obvious and often criticised shortcomings. First and the most controversial step in creating composite indices is the methodology used for weighting and aggregating values [25] , which is most usually simple or weighted average function [8] . Secondly, it has become increasingly difficult to select appropriate individual indicators feeding into the final index due to easily accessible information overload. Furthermore, the collected data on countries' performance are often imprecise, missing, and are both quantitative and qualitative in nature. This supports the identified need to extending traditional decision-making processes by including intuitive reasoning and modelling of uncertainty, vagueness, and imprecision for properly facilitating the decision-making process at various levels.
This paper addresses this issue by using the logical clustering approach for analysing the digital performance of 28 EU member countries with the aim to open a path towards the development of smart digital policy mix of countries. The clustering problem has been addressed in many contexts and by researchers in many disciplines, indicating its usefulness as one of the steps in exploratory data analysis. Clustering countries according to performance showed valuable results in identifying common patterns of countries' development in many areas (see e.g. [6, 7, 14] ). Logical clustering technique used in this paper, which employs Interpolative Boolean Algebra as a consistent fuzzy approach, enables more comprehensive differentiation between clusters [21] . This paper has two main research directions. Firstly, we understand that clustering countries according to digital performance can serve as a help in directing governments towards identifying smart data-driven and evidence-based digital policy mix. Secondly, from the methodological viewpoint, we try to detect to which extent logical clustering approach which includes intuitive reasoning differs from the original composite index DESI methodology which is based on a simple weighted function. Some interesting cases where differences are noticed are highlighted.
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces DESI which is used for measuring the digital performance of countries. Section 3 explains the logical clustering approach. Section 4 presents the application of logical clustering to DESI index (data collection and preparation, and results and discussion). Section 5 concludes.
Digital Economy and Society Index
DESI measures the progress of 28 EU member states towards digital economy and society. It tracks the evolution of countries in digital competitiveness, bringing together a set of relevant indicators on Europe's current digital policy mix [4] . The aggregation of indicators into sub-dimensions, of sub-dimensions into dimensions, and of dimensions into the overall DESI index is performed bottom-up using simple weighted arithmetic averages following the structure of the index. The three-layer index structure with the defined weights of elements is presented in Figure 1 .
Research method: Logical clustering
Here we explain logical clustering (LC), a consistent fuzzy approach to clustering method [21, 22] .
Theoretical background
LC is theoretically based on interpolative Boolean Algebra (IBA) [17] as being a Boolean-consistent fuzzy approach [18] . More precisely, it means that all Boolean laws are fulfilled in   0,1 interval including the laws of contradiction and excluded middle.
Another IBA-based method that is important for LC approach is logical aggregation (LA) [19] that enables including logical dependencies between attributes in the process of aggregation. LA is a very powerful aggregation tool since it generalizes many conventional aggregation operators such as weighted sum, arithmetic mean, OWA, etc. [19] . From the aspect of application, one of the main benefits of LA is its interpretability, since LA functions are easy to understand and analyse [21] . Further, the previous benefits are integrated and serve as a basis for providing an LC approach.
Logical clustering method
Clustering, defined as the "unsupervised classification of patterns (observations, data items, or feature vectors) into groups (clusters)" [9] , is a method of extracting knowledge about the hidden structures in the data, partitioning it into optimally homogeneous groups on the basis of empirical measures of similarity among those objects [10] . The core of each clustering algorithm is the proximity measure or method used for object comparison. However, no universal measure can consider different aspects of proximity. Instead, an appropriate one from the wide set of different measures of distance, similarity/dissimilarity or correlation must be chosen (for a review on different measures of proximity see [5] ).
Logical clustering, firstly introduced in [22] , is an IBA-based clustering technique within a standard hierarchical clustering algorithm. As being a consistent fuzzy approach, LC enables more comprehensive differentiation between clusters [21] . Some of the applications of LC approach is found in [21, 22, 23] .
LC algorithm consists of the following steps:
(1) Data normalization on   0,1 interval is a mathematical prerequisite for processing data in IBA which serves as a basis for LC. Standard min-max normalization is often used. Depending on the nature of the problem/attributes more specific normalization functions may be interesting for application, especially the ones that change not only range but also data distribution.
(2) The second step refers to the object comparison using IBA relations. Hierarchical clustering groups objects organizing them into a hierarchical structure according to their proximity. One of the key parts of the LC approach is a logical measure of proximity i.e. IBA relation of exclusive disjunction [17, 22] :
where a and b are the attributes of two objects A and . B Considering that a and b are the same attributes (that is of similar nature), a generalized product  is replaced with minimum function [21] .
As being a complementary relation of an equivalence relation, IBA exclusive disjunction is an intuitive measure of similarity/dissimilarity which is close to human perception [20, 21] . It is used to calculate proximity between object attributes. To obtain overall proximity between objects as a single representative value, we apply various logical aggregation operators. The following is the disjunction function that is used as a proximity measure in this paper:
multi-attribute objects.
In [15] it is shown that the IBA framework for modelling similarity/dissimilarity covers a wide range of similarity/dissimilarity measures, making it suitable for various problems.
(3) Referring to the application of a linkage criterion, the LC algorithm uses the group-average linkage method.
(4) The number of clusters is typically determined by expert judgement using dendrogram.
Data and results
In the study, we employ LC based on agglomerative hierarchical approach over five dimensions of DESI: Connectivity, Human Capital, Use of Internet, Integration of Digital Technology, and Digital Public Services, for clustering countries based on their digital performance.
Data collection and preparation
The study is performed on a sample of 28 EU member countries over the period 2017-2018. Data is collected from the European Commission website 1 .
Here we emphasize that raw data used in this study refers to the values of five DESI dimensions which are obtained by aggregating values of individual indicators following DESI structure presented in Figure 1 . As far as 2018 is concerned, we firstly used the difference in the original DESI values (see column 2) to identify if considerable gaps exist between any two subsequent countries. In other words, to identify the last country of one group and the first of the subsequent. Based on that information, we identified three groups of countries: leaders (from 1 to 4 ranking); average (from 5 to 25); falling behind (from 26 to 28). These three clusters are simply identified by analysing column 2 where bolded values indicate the largest gaps in DESI values. This step was performed to examine if we could determine the clusters of countries by simply analysing the composite index results. Understanding that three clusters emerge from these results, we performed LC approach with three clusters, to see whether the results of LC differ and to what extent.
Results of LC with three groups (see column 5) slightly differ from the original results. The first cluster of most developed countries remains the same. The difference is noticed with Poland and Italy. According to the original results, those two countries are a part of cluster 2. According to the LC approach, they are grouped together with Bulgaria, Greece and Romania in the third cluster. Thus, further analysis of these two countries' scores is performed to understand the difference in results. We firstly calculated the average values of clusters 2 and 3 without Poland and Italy, marked as C2' (19 countries) and C3' (3 countries) respectively. Then, we calculated the absolute differences between these two countries' values and average values of clusters C2' and C3', by each dimension of DESI. These results are shown in Table 4 , where column 7 reflects the sum of absolute differences between the cluster's average and the countries' values by all five dimensions of DESI. According to these results, both Poland and Italy are closer to cluster 3, since the difference in digital performance is higher when compared to the cluster 2. Namely, for Poland difference of 1.242 is higher than 0.628, thus Poland is closer to the third cluster. Italy performs similar (1.261>0.771). The situation remains the same when the weights of DESI dimensions are included (see column 8). The differences for each dimension are multiplied by the weights of those dimensions and then summed into the weighted difference value (see the weights of five DESI dimensions in Figure 1 Table 3 ). From the column 6 of Table 3 we see that these two clusters intertwine. Namely, Malta which is ranked 12 th according to DESI belongs to the second cluster, together with Luxembourg (ranked 5 th ) and the United Kingdom (ranked 7 th ). Malta's score is further examined in a similar way to Poland and Italy in the previous case. Results from Table 5 indicate that Malta is closer to the average of the second cluster, both by the difference (0.632<0.974) and the weighted difference (0.143<0.189). It is interesting to notice that Malta is closer to the average of the second cluster by all DESI dimension except the Human Capital (see columns 2-6 Table 5 ). Connectivity, Use of Internet and Integration of Digital Technology are almost at the same level as the average of cluster 2. Thus, by analysing the similarity/dissimilarity between countries, Malta should be a part of the second cluster. In the same manner, Ireland which is ranked 6 th is actually a part of the third cluster according to the LC approach (see column 6, Table 3 ).
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Diff. W-Diff. Even though these countries are in the same cluster according to original DESI methodology (see column 5, Table 3 ), the dendrogram (Figure 2 ) clearly illustrates that these countries are distant from each other and there is no possibility that they can end up in the same cluster. This is an interesting spot in the analysis if we understand the general purpose of the paper. For example, if the European Union decides to direct an action or a policy instrument or an investment for boosting digital competitiveness in the top 10 DESI countries, Malta would be excluded. The LC, however, shows that Malta (ranked 12 th by DESI results) is similar even to Luxemburg which is ranked 5 th . Thus, deciding to invest in certain clusters, rather than simple ranking by composite index methodology, would provide in-depth results.
A similar analysis can be performed for 2017 (Table  6 ). Compared with the analysis for 2018 (Table 3) , it is interesting that LC with three clusters (see column 5, Table 6 ) shows different results from the original methodology (see column 3, Table 6 ) in 2017.
DESI Rank LC3 LC5+2
(1) Table 7 shows that Luxembourg (ranked 5 th ) is more similar to the United Kingdom (ranked 7 th ) than to Belgium (6 th ) (see columns 2 and 3). Both the difference and weighted difference is higher between Luxembourg and Belgium than between Luxembourg and the United Kingdom (1.387>0.875 and 0.282>0.180). Furthermore, if we calculate the average value of cluster 1' (consisted of Denmark, Finland, Sweden, Netherlands, and Luxembourg), marked as C1', we can determine which of these two countries is more similar to the first cluster. From columns 5 and 6 ( Table 7) we can notice that the United Kingdom is more similar to the average of this cluster than Belgium is, even though according to the original DESI methodology, Belgium is ranked better, and thus is "closer" to the first cluster than the United Kingdom is following the original DESI (column 4, Table 6 ). Dendrogram presented in Figure 3 graphically supports these conclusions. Looking at 2017, we performed the LC5+2 approach also (column 6, Table 6 ), to differentiate among the countries in the second cluster. These results support the previous results of LC5+2 for 2018, and will not be examined in detail.
Furthermore, cluster analysis enables us to identify the priority areas of fast action in which countries of the same cluster differ most. This can serve as a help for those less developed in a cluster to transfer good practices from the more developed but similar countries, supporting the evidence-based policy making. 
Conclusion
The study presented in this paper uses a consistent fuzzy approach to clustering which is based on IBA theory, i.e. the logical clustering (LC) approach. LC is used for providing help in the first steps towards the creation of smart digital policy mix of countries for achieving higher digital competitiveness. The EU countries are clustered according to five main dimensions of DESI which is the most comprehensive index of digital performance of countries. DESI addresses the five principal policy areas of concern for a digital economy and society. Those are Connectivity, Human Capital, Use of Internet, Integration of Digital Technology, and Digital Public Services.
The results indicate the following. Firstly, the LC approach provides different results to the original composite index methodology (DESI) which is typically based on the weighed sum. By respecting the similarity/dissimilarity of countries through the logical measure of proximity together with an operator of logical aggregation, LC includes intuitive reasoning into the clustering process. By using the LC approach, it is possible to model interaction among DESI components but also the effect of compensation among the index counterparts. Secondly, due to these reasons, LC proves to be useful in identifying more comprehensive clusters of countries. This further enables the fine-tuning of digital policies, measures, and instruments to a group of similar countries in terms of digital competitivenessleaders, average, and falling behind countries. Thirdly, it is possible to determine first areas of fast action in each cluster of similar countries, taking into account the areas of largest divergence by dimensions of DESI. Finally, by determining leaders and latecomers in each cluster of similar countries, respecting all dimensions of the DESI, it is possible to provide a basis for replicating and adjusting policies, measures and instruments and transferring good practices from more developed countries, but similar once in terms of cluster affiliation, to those less developed in a cluster. Concrete cases which confirm these statements are presented in the results and discussion section.
From the aspect of LC method, future analysis can be directed towards finding the more appropriate operator of logical aggregation for the analysed problem. Bearing in mind the composite multiplelayer structure of DESI, we could apply more sophisticated techniques of aggregation (e.g. logical aggregation) on all levels of the DESI index structure in future research.
